Harmony Performance Fingerprint
Identify opportunities for system reliability improvement

The Fingerprint diagnostic is a fixed-scope service that identifies system performance and reliability issues through data collection and analysis. It generates both a system benchmark and an improvement plan, and can be delivered on-site or remotely using Remote Access Link connectivity.

ABB proprietary data collection software tools are used to gain access to system performance data, including the following:

- Hardware and software version status
- Errors between modules
- File management and storage issues
- Parameters for exception reports
- Module firmware levels
- Redundant modules with conflicting firmware revisions
- Potential communication loop performance issues
- Situations that may cause temporary system performance degradation
- System settings that restrict maximum communication performance (e.g., Modulebus vs. Controlway mode)
- NIS communication poll rate settings
- Module reporting error codes

ABB experienced optimization engineers, who understand your system and configuration will analyze the data and use it to pinpoint issues and identify improvement activities to optimize system performance and reliability.

Improvement recommendations may include:

- Updating system revision levels
- Creating procedures for maintenance activities
- Upgrading key hardware components
- Adding continual monitoring to watch key parameters as the system is upgraded or expanded

Implementation planning
Once the Fingerprint has been completed, our engineers will meet with your team to review the findings and discuss improvement recommendations. A plan will be determined and scheduled to implement agreed upon recommendations to begin the improvement process.

Improvements may be completed all at once or scheduled to be completed incrementally over a period of time. In either case the implementation ensures that changes can be made and maintained with steady progress toward the performance goal.

Sustaining performance
Annual fingerprint, implementation and sustaining services are recommended as a component of your
service contract agreement, to achieve and continue the improvement process. These can be scheduled as part of a single- or multi-year service contract agreement.

The Harmony Performance Fingerprint is a unique service utilizing proprietary software tools and automated data collection directly from key modules, without a system shutdown. It provides details to verify installed equipment and associated maintenance tasks.

As the OEM, we are confident in our system optimization process and our system optimization engineers’ ability to deliver the highest value in product-specific services and solutions.

**Fingerprint report**
The included fingerprint report, which contains collected system data and analysis as well as system performance improvement recommendations, is a valuable component of the fingerprint service.
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**Three step improvement process**
- **Diagnose:** Extremely valuable diagnostic service to identify existing system reliability issues.
- **Implement:** Hands-on (or remote) delivery of identified improvement services to increase system reliability.
- **Sustain:** Manage and continue the improvement process through renewable services to monitor and deliver system reporting. This can be accomplished on-site or via remote connection.

HarmonyScan and HarmonyTrack sustaining services enable system data to be captured and analyzed on a periodic or continuous basis.

Contact your ABB service representative to obtain additional information or to schedule a Harmony Performance Fingerprint for your site.
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The Harmony Performance fingerprint is the first step in a three step improvement process
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